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Abstract: This article seeks to analyze the dystopian vision in Bernard 

Malamud’s final novel God’s Grace (1982).  An animal fable and fantasy in 

itself, the book centers on the last human survivor who interacts with primates, 

in order to create civilization anew by teaching them language, ethics, science 

and religion, with a major emphasis on the dualities of good and evil; reason and 

instinct, and their interconnectedness with free will, choice, and responsibility. 

The study begins with a short introduction into the history of dystopian literature, 

whose function is to serve, from a future perspective, as a social and political 

commentary about existing dark aspects, which can easily take over if not held 

in check. Then, the analysis probes into the dystopian features of the (covert and 

overt) totalitarian climate that reigns in the book, due to the human’s control of 

the animals through the mechanisms of language, culture, science, religion, and 

sexuality. The utopian society established is short-lived, as the denial of 

individualism inevitably brings about the primates’ rebellion and the demise of 

human civilization. Despite being the most pessimistic work of fiction by 

Malamud, the novel ends with hope, which is the case in many dystopian books. 
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Introduction 
The term dystopia (meaning “bad place”, in Greek) was coined by 
English philosopher John Suart Mill in 1868 in his political speech to 
denounce the government’s Irish land policy.  Contrasting it to Thomas 
More’s Utopia (1516), he stated that “It is, perhaps, too complimentary 
to call them Utopians, they ought rather to be called dys-topians, or 
caco-topians. What is commonly called Utopian is something too good 
to be practicable; but what they appear to favor is too bad to be 
practicable” (Web, par.5). While utopia (meaning “nowhere”, in Greek), 
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pictures a society characterized by peace, harmony, and happiness, both 
[utopia and dystopia] can be considered as two sides of the same coin 
because they portray a society that does not exist. Utopian and 
dystopian elements can be traced back to mythology, which, according 
to George Clayes, “[…] invites us to consider the parallel religious 
prehistories of both concepts, which in the Christian tradition are 
dominated by ideas of Eden and Heaven, on the one hand, and Hell on 
the other” (146). They represent two extremes – one featuring an 
absolute paradise, while the other utter misery.  

 All utopias, sooner or later, devolve into dystopia because the so-
called perfection of utopia does not last long when applied to a real 
human society. This way, dystopian fiction portrays an unjust society, 
where people suffer from poverty, subjugation, violence, destruction, or 
death. Set in the future, dystopian stories depict a bleaker setting and 
atmosphere than the present, with a view to cautioning the reader of 
what may occur to them, if dark and oppressive forces assume power. 
Most importantly, these cautionary tales urge the reader to take 
preventive measures against such existing destructive human elements. 
In this regard, it should be stressed that dystopian stories are realistic. 
Though futuristic in space and time, and despite inviting us to accept a 
mysteriously automated society, dystopian fiction presents a world in 
which the characters and actions are identifiable with the reader. 
M.Keith Booker, in his work The Dystopian Impulse in Modern Literature: 
Fiction as a Social Criticism (1994), emphasizes: “The treatment of 
imaginary societies in the best dystopian fiction is always highly relevant 
more or less directly to specific ‘real-world’ societies and issues (19). On 
the other hand, this present-future distancing is essential to convey the 
message to the reader that his/her current reality could become the one 
featured in the dystopian novel. Otherwise, the narrative would be 
merely fantastic rather than prophetic.  

The dystopian narrative emerged in the 18th century, with the 
publication of J. Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726), which combines 
utopian and dystopian elements of adventure, degeneration and 
savagery in remote regions, in order to satirize many of the 
misconceptions, stupidities, and weaknesses of human nature. Swift’s 
ethos ran counter to the worldview embraced in previous centuries, 
when people had “faith in human progress and in man’s capacity to 
create a world of justice and peace” (Fromm 257). In the 19th century, 
there abated the euphoria that the progress of science and technology 
could bring about human emancipation, and help build a better world. 
The industrialization of the society was becoming far from liberating for 
the working class, which had to toil behind the machines in the service 
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of industry. This concerning issue is raised in Samuel Butler’s well-known 
dystopian novel Erewhon (1872), an anagram for “nowhere”. Erewohn 
is a utopian place where money has no purchasing value, and machines 
have been made illegal due to the competition they pose to human 
existence. In the same light, F.Nietzsche, in his work The Birth of Tragedy 
(1872), objects to science’s obsession about ultimate truths and 
opposes the increasing mechanization of life caused by the imperialism 
of science, whose influence is similar to religion, in sanctifying 

the god of machines and crucibles, that is, the powers of the spirits 
of nature recognized and employed in the service of a higher 
egotism; it believes that it can correct the world by knowledge, 
guide life by science, and actually confine the individual within a 
limited sphere of solvable problem (109)    
 
Nietzche’s philosophy, in its entirety, marked a turning point in the 

dystopian thought.  Thus, it was during the 20th century that dystopian 
fiction grew in number and importance as writers became more 
preoccupied and critical of the society. Tom Moylan, in his book Scraps 
of the Untainted Sky (2000) summarizes the context in which these 
classic works were written: “Dystopian narrative is largely the product 
of terrors of the twentieth century. A hundred years of exploitation, 
repression, state violence, war, genocide, disease, famine, ecocide, 
depression, debt, and the steady depletion of humanity through the 
buying and selling of everyday life provided more than enough fertile 
ground for this fictive underside of the utopian imagination” (xi). 

The main literary themes of the dystopian genre are: political 
oppression; loss of individualism; danger from abuse of science and 
technology; religious theocracy; environmental disasters and survival. 
The most famous dystopian novel of political nature is G. Orwell’s 
Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949). Set in 1984, in totalitarian and eternally-
at-war fictitious Oceania, the book portrays governmental propaganda, 
surveillance, and violence to subjugate and brainwash the entire society, 
where each and every individual must show complete obedience to the 
only existing Party and Big Brother. In a similar light, Orwell’s political 
fable Animal Farm (1945) is an allegory for Stalinist threat – and, by 
extention, for other totalitarian regimes – following the betrayal by 
Stalin of the Bolshevik revolution in Russia. Overthrowing the human 
master, in order to establish an egalitarian society, the animals on the 
farm come to experience a far more oppressive dictatorship, under the 
leadership of the intelligent and power-addictive pigs, than under the 
human counterpart.  
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The effects of technology, taking over religion, are best predicted 

at the turn of the 20th century, in R. Benson’s Lord of the World (1907). 
The book portrays a futuristic godless world with interstate highways, 
weapons of mass destruction, and advanced aircraft for passengers. 
People are described as hopeless, so they frequently practice 
euthanasia, which is legalized.  Aldoux Huxley’s Brave New World (1932), 
a dystopian sci-fi, examines the control of society by the government 
through advanced technologies. This includes managing reproduction 
by surgically removing the ovaries; cloning human embryos to secure 
social stability; and practicing hypnopaedia as a way of teaching moral 
and social issues to children, while they are asleep. 

Subjugation of masses through religious dogma is featured in 
important works, such as: Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale 
(1986). The story is set in the futuristic totalitarian society of Gilead, 
which has been affected by environmental disasters and excessively low 
birthrate. Ruled by a fundamentalist sect, the state has categorized 
women into wives, servants, and handmaids (breeders) reduced to 
merely baby-making machines for the wealthy male elite. While religion 
in this book has been used in a more traditional sense, Octavia E. Butler’s 
Parable of the Sower (1993), set in 2024, portrays a completely 
destroyed society due to global warming and pollution. The world is 
nearing its end, as a consequence of water and food shortages, extreme 
wealth inequality, racial tensions, and rampant drug addiction. The 
heroine, a 15-year-old girl, as she moves North from Southern Carolina, 
has created a religion called “Earthseed”, to enable growth and change. 
God is regarded as Change. This concept is revolutionary because many 
religions today propagate that God is the only entity that does not 
change. Everyone following Earthseed is equal, as there are no 
hierarchies to abide by. 

Environmental issues and the protection of earth’s natural 
resources have often been the emphasis of dystopian narrative. James 
G. Ballard’s novel The Drowned World (1962) is set in year 2145 in an 
inundated and deserted London, where a group of researchers are 
studying occuring environmental issues.  Another noteworthy narrative 
of this genre is Omar El Akkad’s novel American War (2017). The 
storyline highlights the United States at the end of the 21st century, 
where many of the states have submerged due to rising water level. A 
second civil war has broken out between the North and the South over 
the fossil fuels. 
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Dystopian vision in God’s Grace 
The end of 1970s and beginning of 1980s was characterized by a 

revival of the nuclear threat between the US and Russia, and the Cold 
War was on the verge of becoming hot. In this context, Malamud 
published the last novel God’s Grace, where he expressed his fear of the 
impending dangers. In an interview with Helen Benedict (1983), 
Malamud stated: 

I have been concerned with this since the first atom bomb was 
dropped on the Japanese […] I remember the horrid feeling I had 
then that the beginning of an evil time had occurred. I have a sense 
now, as many people have, of peril – it’s terribly frightening. I feel 
it’s the writer’s business to cry havoc, because silence can’t 
increase understanding or evoke mercy” (130). 

 
Set in the near future, God’s Grace features an apocalyptic world 

wiped out by a nuclear war between Americans and Russians. The novel 
centers on Calvin Cohn, a paleontologist, who is the sole human being 
to have survived this war. He remained alive because he was on a 
submersible studying fossil at the bottom of the ocean. Alone on the 
vessel Rebekah Q, Cohn soon discovers his colleague’s (Bünder’s) 
chimpanzee named Gottlob, and later Buz by Cohn. The third being that 
they encounter is George, another animal with some human qualities. 
The huge gorilla with a gloomy look is attracted to the recorded religious 
music of Cohn’s father. Cohn names the gorilla after his wife’s father, 
and first American president. Meanwhile, halfway through the story, 
there appear five other chimps, who “looked as if they had been recently 
released from a prison pit” (94). The most noteworthy of them are two: 
the virgin female, whom Buz names Mary Madelyn, and a huge brutish 
male, whom Cohn names Esau, after the hunter-wanderer son of Isaac 
who relinquished his birthright and the Torah. Buz will later develop an 
instinctive bonding with the aggressive Esau in their conviction that “the 
true purpose of life was to have as much fun as one could” (86). 

Rather frightened by the appearance of the new primates on the 
island, Cohn places a rolling wooden barrier at the entrance of the cave, 
“in case of peril” (102). The island is later visited by three baboons. 
Though not really dangerous, the behaviour of the big apes is extremely 
primitive, and they bring out the worst in the other primates, which 
somehow warns of the end. Esau’s judgmental and aggressive approach 
toward the baboons, on the one hand, and Buz’ hatred of “fot, stupid, 
and stinking George” (81), on the other, parallels the human relationship 
between Djanks and Druzhkies, whose tribal hate was no less primitive.  
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Being in the midst of anarchy, Cohn embarks on his mission to 

establish a society based on harmony and order, vesting in him the 
authority of an all-knowing mentor, which grants the novel a high 
degree of comical tone. As the plot progresses, Cohn, however, 
becomes more and more controlling of the primates by implementing 
the mechanisms of language and culture; science and religion; and 
sexuality.  

 
Control through language and culture 
In a dystopian society, language is of vital importance in serving as 

a tool of propagation of propaganda for those in power. As Edward Sapir 
and Benjamin Whorf have emphasized, language, apart from being 
simply a means of communication, serves as a “guide to ‘social reality’” 
and “powerfully conditions all our thinking about social problems and 
processes” (162). However, even in the excessively controlling societies, 
language is deemed by several thinkers and philosophers to be beyond 
complete domination or regulation due to its equivocal and creative 
nature. Furthermore, in Baccolini’s words, “[…] the dystopian 
protagonist’s resistance often begins with a verbal confrontation […]” 
(“Dystopia and Histories” 6).  

At the outset, Cohn is desperate for human communication. 
However, in a couple of days, he finds out that Bünder has taught Buz 
the sign language, which makes the lonely human survivor very happy. 
Twisting two copper wires around Buz’s neck, Cohn enables the chimp 
to speak: “Fontostisch///I con hear myzelv speag” (64). Buz’s speaking 
skills improve, which brings them closer to each other: “They laid arms 
around each other, and affectionately kissed” (67).  Cohn develops 
toward the chimp a benevolent Crusoe-to-Friday relationship of mentor 
and friend, father and son. Except speaking, Buz possesses other skills 
that are usually connected with people. He can a hammer as a tool and 
play different games with Cohn. Likewise, wet weather upsets him.  

The ability of the primates to learn to speak gives Cohn hope about 
the creation of his civilization. “Only if one knows the word, can he 
spread the word” (99). Such as an act is welcomed by the chimps, 
although sometimes they “shake branches and throw nuts at him” (129). 
On the other hand, language acquisition proves to be disruptive among 
the primates. When Cohn asks Mary why she does not want to breed 
with the primates, she blames him: “You wanted us to wearn your 
language. Now that I have, I am different than I used to be. If I hadn’t 
wearned to speak and understand human speech, I would have already 
presented mysewf to every mawe on the iswand (152).  
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 Cohn attaches such an importance to the word that it 

transcends the imparting of knowledge and experience; language is 
equated to the creation of God. In this regard, Cohn remarks: “God was 
Torah. He was made of words” (92). As Sidney Richman, in his essay 
Malamud’s Quarrel with God (1987), stresses its dual function:  

[…] for Malamud language is a part of God’s convenant with Man 
and the primary ground out of which a truer humanity is possible – 
not alone because language makes for consciousness, but because 
it opens man to the sense, or burden, of his own life and that of his 
fellows (210).    

 
Malamud, thus, uses language as a mechanism of bringing one’s 

ego closer to the Other. In this context, Cohn emphasizes to Buz that it 
is mainly “through language that a man […] opens himself to other men 
(69).  

Language is, in turn, employed by Cohn to familiarize the chimp 
with different areas of knowledge: such as, Aesop’s fables, American 
constitution, Kierkegaard’s viewpoint on Akedah, including his 
professional life, as a former rabbinate student. When the other visiting 
apes appear on the island, Cohn sets up the Schooltree, in his aspiration 
to establish a new civilization with these primates by teaching them a 
full spectrum from ethics and religion to cosmology and Darwinian 
theory of evolution six days a week. Language, however, cannot save the 
primates from their savagery. When Cohn demands that the chimps 
become fructivor, like George and him, which entails the inclusion of the 
Other, the linguistic and moral request is met with protest and 
incomprehension from cannibalistic Buz and his kind, as they cannot be 
accepting of gorillas or baboons. The very failure of primates’ inability 
to convey morality through language leads Cohn, in the end, to cut the 
wires that made speech possible for Buz. This, in turn, also causes the 
loss of speech for the other animals, which was intrinsically connected 
to their faith in Buz. 

All in all, what is evident throughout the novel is that Cohn’s use of 
language imparts knowledge, but does not enable effective 
communication between him and the primates. Tailoring his spoken and 
written messages in such a manner that they come across as a mere list 
of dos and don’ts to the primates, Cohn severely limits the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression on part of the animals. This is the 
case even with intelligent and dear Buz, who utters words of wisdom 
more often than Cohn does. For example, when reproached [by Cohn] 
for having named the female chimpanzee Mary, the primate rightfully 
retorts that “naming was nobody’s monopoly” (103). On the other hand, 
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Cohn attaches this exclusivity to the human nature, emphasizing that “it 
had been Adam’s task and on this island was his. ‘But I have no objection 
if you name a few names – if you kindly notify me first” (103). 
Considering this request unnecessary, Buz adds that “naming names was 
freedom of speech” (103). In other words, in his tendency to monopolize 
and dominate language, manipulate and control the primates, Cohn 
predominantly establishes relationships based on monologic rather 
than dialogic communication. In Bakhtin’s words: 

Monologism, at its extreme, denies the existence outside itself of 
another consciousness with equal rights and equal responsibilities. 
[…]. With a monologic approach […] another person remains wholly 
and merely an object of consciousness, and not another 
consciousness. No response is expected from it that could change 
everything in the world of my consciousness. […] Monologue 
manages without the other, and therefore to some degree 
materializes all reality. Monologue pretends to be the ultimate 
word. It closes down the represented world and represented 
person. (1981: 292–293) 
 
From here, it follows that dialogism provides room for each 

participant to speak and listen, argue and resist. Likewise, dialogic 
communication entails concern and respect for the other interlocutor, 
while giving positive criticism instead of negative criticism. In the end, 
Cohn does take his monologism to the extreme.  Feeling betrayed by 
Buz, he renders the primate’s ability to speak impossible:  

Cohn drew the wire clippers from his pants pocket. 
“Please, don’t take my speech away,” Buz begged. Take anything 
but thot. Dr. Bünder wouldn’t commit thot nosty crime on his worst 
enemy. He loved me as a father loves his child.” (215) 

 
The loss of speech in Buz renders language use in other primates 
impossible, which precipitates the demise of Cohn’s civilization.  

  
Control through science and religion 
Equipped with a solid scientific background, Cohn believes that he 

can successfully experiment on these animals, so as to eternalize the 
cultural human legacy and continuitity of the species.  

As a scientist, Cohn exploits his knowledge of evolution and the 
genetic similarities between humans and chimpanzees, believing that, if 
he and Mary copulate, a new species of his own invention combining the 
best genes of human brain and chimp’s compassion would work 
wonders in evolution. The intercourse is described as more of a scientific 
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experiment than act of love. While ejaculating, he experiences an 
“instant electric connection” (169), evoking the electricity that 
resurrected Frankenstein. On the other hand, prior to mating, he fears 
that the child from this union might be a monster (167), which would be 
something irresponsible for a scientist. However, the sexual act itself 
transforms Cohn into a monster, which is forshadowed by Buz’s initial 
words: “Sholl I call you moster” (66)?  The chimp is certainly asking: 
“Shall I call you master”?  

Alongside science, religion is typically employed as an oppressive 
tool in the dystopian world, with a view to facilitating dominance by 
totalitarian regimes. In his book On the Genealogy of Morality (1887), 
Nietzsche calls this disquisition a life-denying drive, arguing:  

It is still a metaphysical faith that underlies our faith in science – 
and we men of knowledge of today, we godless men and 
antimetaphysicians, we, too, still derive our flame from the fire 
ignited by a faith millennium old, the Christian faith, which was also 
Plato’s, that God is truth, that truth is divine. (588) 

 
For Nietzsche, religion – like science – imposes its own version of truth 
by denying the many alternatives and possibilities of life. In a similar 
way, in his work Civilization and its Discontents (1930), Freud regards 
religion as harmful to the human nature, in restraining happiness and 
depriving choice, as it  

imposes equally on everyone its own path to the acquisition of 
happiness and protection from suffering […] At this price, by 
forcibly fixing them in a state of psychical infantilism and by 
drawing them into a mass-delusion, religion succeeds in sparing 
many people an individual neurosis (31-32). 

 
In a similar light, Cohn uses his religious teachings to better control 

the chimps. As regards his relationship with God, his initial reaction to 
the Lord is hostile on an internal, intellectual level. Loss of his wife in a 
car accident – prior to the second Flood – causes him to bear a long 
lasting grudge against God, and abandon religious studies for science. As 
a character in the novel, God informs Cohn, on the first page, that Cohn’s 
remaining alive is an oversight on part of the Almighty and that Cohn’s 
time on earth will be short. What ensues is a heated debate between 
them over whose fault was about the Devastation. Cohn believes that 
God made man imperfect and such an imperfection brought about this 
destruction. On the other hand, God blames man for surrendering 
himself to evil, which caused the fall of the human race from His grace. 
In an interview with Helen Benedict (1983) Malamud declared that he 
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would also talk back to God: “Of course I would! There’s a whole 
tradition of back-talk from Adam to Job. God may not enjoy man as 
much as we would like Him to, but He seems to enjoy the human voice” 
(133). However, when asked if he really believed in God, Malamud gave 
a cryptic response: “I think it was Carlyle who said whether he believed 
in God was his business and God’s” (133). 

Taking into account the classic references and the use of traditional 
rituals, God’s Grace is Malamud’s most Jewish novel. Malamud’s Jewish 
metaphors are more pronounced in his early prose, where Jewish 
characters – such as Morris Bober in the novel The Assistant (1957) – are 
not only individualized, with their own strengths and weaknesses, but 
also universalized, as symbols of inevitability of suffering and possibility 
of redemption. When Bober speaks about what he calls the Jewish law, 
“this means to do what is right, to be be honest, to be good [...] Our life 
is hard enough. Why should we hurt somebody else.  For everybody 
should be the best, not only for you or me. We ain’t animals. This is why 
we need the Law. This is what a Jew believes” (150). Frank, his catholic 
assistant, fully concurs with him: “I think other religions have those ideas 
too” (150). 

If Bober is the reference point of Malamud’s mythical Jewishness, 
Cohn’s Judaism is more traditional. Bober is, after all, indifferent to the 
established Judaism. And when pointed out to him that he does not 
properly observe the Jewish laws, he responds stating that: “Nobody will 
tell me that I am not Jewish because I put in my mouth once in a while, 
when my tongue is dry, a piece of ham” (150).  On the contrary, Cohn is 
the only Malamudian character that worries about the violation of laws 
of kashrut and Sabbath, and who quotes not only from Torah but also 
Talmud and Midrash: all this, with a view to placating God so that he 
would renew His covenant.  On a symbolic level, the protagonist’s zestful 
religiosity is implied in his first name [Calvin], while the last name refers 
to the Hebrew word cohen, who was a priest in the Old Bible times. His 
intolerance to the faith with which Buz was raised by doctor Bünder 
remains constant throughout the novel.  When the chimp, for example, 
gives him the cross to hold, Cohn thinks that “One God is enough” (25) 
and considers throwing it into the water. Then, when the primate 
crosses himself, while Coh is reading from Genesis, the latter thinks that 
“if one of them was Christian and the other a Jew, Cohn’s Island would 
never be a Paradise” (54). At a later moment, at the Seder that Cohn has 
prepared to celebrate the other chimps’ acquisition of speaking, when 
Buz crosses himself again, Cohn curtly tells him: “Do that later, Buz […] 
It’s not part of this ceremony. It’s another modality” (113). Buz, in turn, 
complains about infringement of the freedom of religion. 
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A parody of Moses, he affixes his seven Admonitions on the face of 

a cliff, reminding everyone that their violation entails death for the 
transgressor.  Among other things, these divine laws prohibit killing and 
copulation with animals. Cohn gradually transforms himself into a God 
surrogate by assuming God’s role on the island. Through his ongoing 
selfish conduct, he turns himself into a dystopian god.  Mary Weinkauf 
argues, in her article The God Figure in Dystopian Fiction (1971), that the 
dystopian god is “the corruption at the center” (267). And, in contrast to 
the Judeo-Christian god, he is often openly totalitarian and creates the 
dystopian society. H. Mark Roelofs, in his article “George Orwell’s 
Obscured Utopia” (1987) explains that “the essence of totalitarianism is 
that the people should love the lord their god with all their heart, all 
their soul, and all their mind […] in a totalitarian state only one love is 
permitted and it must be total love” (18, 20). In this manner, Cohn 
completely detaches himself from the emotional attachment to God, 
adding the negative particle to the second admonition: “God is not love. 
God is God. Remember him” (171). 

The mad act of mating with the chimp finalizes his revenge against 
God, and ultimately breaches the covenant between the two. While 
fearing all along that God would meddle with his work, it is Cohn who 
meddles with God’s. Likewise, in connection to the primates, Cohn 
disregards his madness but shows extreme intolerance to Esau for 
having killed a baboon because such an act breaches the first 
Admonition “Thou shalt not kill” (171). When the primate does it for the 
second time, Cohn banishes him from the island for good, which bears 
semblance to the expulsion from Eden. Buz, who has maintained his 
faith, changes the admonition to “God is Love” and preaches to the 
other primates, declaring “Blessed are the chimpanzees […] for they hov 
inherited the whole earth (205). 

 
Control through Sexuality  
Concerning sexual behavior in a dystopian society, it is greatly 

controlled by societal structures. While enjoyment of sex is suppressed 
as much as possible, intercourse is performed for procreation purposes, 
as a duty to the state. Sexual relations are threatening to the System 
because they involve two entities, “whereas civilization depends on 
relationships between a considerable number of indviduals” (Freud: 
Civilization and its Discontents, 55). In a similar light, Cohn seeks to 
constantly inhibit the primates’ expression of sexual drive. Teaching her 
language and reading her romantic scenes from Romeo and Juliet, Cohn 
has rendered himself appealing to Mary, who refuses to mate with Buz 
and Esau – primates of her species. To Cohn she says: “I have kept my 
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virginity for you ever since you expwained the word to me when you 
first read me Romeo and Juwiet” (160). Even in her white dress, a gift 
from Cohn, she wants to make sure that she is like the Shakespearean 
heroine: 

‘Do I look like Juwiet?’ 
‘Sort of, though I’m no Romeo’ 
‘I wov you, do you love me?’ 
‘Sure enough,’ said Cohn. ‘I sure do’ (169). 

 
Nonetheless, the hero has to reason a lot prior to copulating with 

Mary. When she requests that they have sexual intercourse, Cohn 
responds: “It is not permitted. I am a man. I am not allowed to copulate 
with animals” (152). He has to take into account the Talmudic 
prohibition of coitus with animals, which brings about the death of the 
man and animal involved. Then he reasons that, since Mary is an 
intelligent creature, she cannot be considered a beast. But if she is not 
such, neither is Buz, which does not entitle Cohn to couple with her. 
Though overwhelmed by lust, he never admits it that his needs are basic 
as Buz’s. In fact, if Cohn does not copulate with Mary, he will remain 
forever lustful because there exists no female of human race.  

In many dystopian societies, sexuality is promoted primarily for 
procreation purposes. In a similar light, Cohn undertakes to reenact 
Creation in the Garden of Eden, with himself being Adam and chaste 
Mary as Eve. Their bliss is undermined by jealous Buz, who like the 
serpent in the original paradise, pries on them, and being now sexually 
mature seeks sexual favours from Mary. The primate rightfully reminds 
Cohn that this female creature is his kind, not Cohn’s. Likewise, Esau 
complains that Cohn has degenerated Mary’s natural senses through 
teaching, driving her away from her species: “Your stupid schooltree has 
made her too proud to dip her butt for friends” (153). Cohn asks both to 
keep their sexual instincts in check. Having to sublimate his lust, the 
upset Buz spends his time smoothing stones and doing algebra. On the 
other hand, Cohn tells Esau to masturbate, but the primate’s 
desperation soon becomes destructive. As Sidney Richman remarked, in 
his article Malamud’s Quarrel with God (1987), that Esau’s killing of the 
baboon is partly instigated by the hatred and sexual repression resulting 
from the exclusivity of Cohn’s relationship with Mary (207).  

 
Rebellion and Restoration of the Natural Order 
The utopian society that Cohn undertakes to establish seems at first 

– as it is always the case in a dystopian narrative – to be based on 
cooperation with the primates. However, he never renounces control 
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over the primates. Even though he embarks on the island together with 
Buz, Cohn – in an Orwellian fashion that some are more equal than 
others – calls it “Cohn’s Island”. A mock Adam, Cohn objects to Buz 
having named the five apes, which is regarded [by Buz] as violation of 
freedom of speech. Although he is continually benevolent to the chimps 
on the island and tries hard to educate and emancipate them, Cohn does 
not really convey true humanism to them because he never considers 
the primates as other equal beings, nor does he have faith in them. It is 
Cohn’s pride, not Mary’s, that causes the greater damage because the 
hero convinces himself that his superior genetical structure grants him 
the right to appropriate, the only female creature on the island. Neither 
Cohn nor the primates can accept one another as a subject, as they 
cannot tolerate what is different from them, which leads to the demise 
of Cohn’s frail civilization. In this light, Malamud’s disappointment in 
human nature is evident. In the same interview with H. Benedict, he 
emphasized:  

I feel that the more the world stays the same, the worse it seems 
to become. Man seems to be a constant disappointment to himself 
[…] In a sense, blaming man gets nowhere. But, on the other hand, 
whom else can you seriously blame (138)? 

 
Even though Cohn strives to establish a harmonious communal life, 

he cannot understand the limitations of nature. Cohn’s reproaching of 
Esau for eating the baboon rightfully meets with protest from the latter: 
“You busybody horseass, you stole my natural food out of my mouth” 
(231). Likewise, when Buz is told [by Cohn] that Mary is resisting her 
instincts to copulate randomly, the chimp “thought she was mad” (151). 
While these two examples imply that there can be no moral ground in 
the animal kingdom, the same should not true for human nature, which 
must be guided by moral responsibility, without abusing their freedom. 
In this light, God – as a character – makes mention of it: “I made man to 
be free, but his freedom badly used, destroyed him” (5). 

The primates’ rebellion reaches the climax following the birth of 
Cohn’s [and Mary’s] daughter, Rebekah, who is forcefully snatched from 
her mother by the other jealous brutes and hacked to death. The act 
leads to the disintegration of the entire social structure, causing Mary to 
return to her animalistic instincts and behavior. The animals led by Buz 
break into Cohn’s cave, slaughtering him and destroying whatever is 
remnant of human civilization. They retrieve the island as their own and 
restore it to its divine, natural order.  Nonetheless, although Malamud 
does not seem to believe that animals will become humane, he implies 
that there is greater humanity in beasts and savagery in humans than 
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most people understand. On the other hand, compared to the human 
nuclear destruction, the primates’ violence appears to be a lesser evil.  

 
Hope 
Relating the tragic end of the novel to the tradition of postwar 

fables of despair Animal Farm and Lord of the Flies, Anthony Burgess, in 
his article Saying Kaddish for Man, (1983) emphasizes that “the true 
lesson of God’s Grace is that Man is hopeless and any attempt to raise 
the brute creation to man’s level is to serve not creative but destructive 
evolution” (36-37). Given Cohn’s circumstances, his hope about 
humanizing the brutes is logical. Viewed on a broader perspective, the 
real problem here seems to be insufficiency of humanization. While it is 
natural for the primates to return to their natural instincts, there arises 
the concern about the inability of human beings to refrain from their 
biological drives. Malamud told H. Benedict that “there’s a vast sense of 
failure that has clouded his [man’s] best efforts to produce a greater 
freedom than he was born with” (29).  In this regard, Cohn strives hard 
to instill in the primates the idea of liberation from the necessities of 
their natural instincts. The type of freedom that Cohn tries to impart is 
based on self-transcendence and mutual obligation, which is a recurring 
theme in Malamud’s novels. On a practical level, Cohn’s demand is 
unreasonable. 

When Cohn, the only human survivor, is slaughtered at the end, 
only George, the huge gorilla, seems to have mastered his moral lessons, 
in refusing to be part of the massacre and grieving the sacrificial death 
of Cohn and his civilization. Malamud’s metaphorical Jewishness is 
passed on to George, the gorilla that recites Kaddish for Cohn.  For 
Malamud, such an act does not end the novel tragically. In an interview 
with Joel.Salzberg (1983), he stated: “[…] one of the misreading of the 
novel, by the way, is that it ends in tragedy. Some reviewers have failed 
to recognize that a gorilla recites Kaddish for Calvin Cohn, and that is 
indeed a cause for optimism; the prayer itself is a vehicle of God’s grace” 
(127). Optimism primarily derives from George’s ability to speak, when 
speech is lost in the other primates. Earlier, when only the chimpanzees 
and Cohn could speak, George felt withdrawn. For example, when Cohn 
asks him “to say a good word to his friends-and-fellow-islanders,”(123) 
George becomes desperate. Nonetheless, from the very beginning 
George behaves differently from the other primates. It is George who 
nurses Cohn when he was suffering from the radiation sickness; it is 
George that pays the greatest attention to Cohn’s teachings, and is 
touched when Cohn relates the story of the Prodigal Son; it is George 
who “looked like himself plus something else he might be” (131) and did 
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not mind being called a pariah by Buz. In this context, Evelyn Avery, in 
her book The Magic Worlds of Bernard Malamud (2001), has rightly 
accentuated that:  

[…] George’s miraculous recitation of the Kaddish after Cohen’s 
death, while he is – “Deo volente” – wearing that lost yarmulke, is 
optimistic for Malamud because it affirms a divine plan far beyond 
the reckoning of Calvin Cohn, representative of humanity. This 
apparently religious affirmation, near the end of the career of a 
conspicuously secular-humanist author, may be the most surprising 
element of all (118). 

 
Conclusion  
Dystopia is a major literary genre. The dystopian writing typically 

incorporates themes of technology, science, politics, and religion to 
comment on current social and historical developments from a future 
perspective, which serves as a premonition of the impending doom 
humanity has brought on itself. Dystopian societies are nightmares in 
which humanity recognizes its own passions and drives.  

Through allegory, parody, irony, realism, and fantasy God’s Grace 
makes everyone responsible: God for not offering His Grace; Cohn for 
authoritative behavior; the animals for their bloody rebellion. All of 
them together caused the third holocaust. Cohn, in particular, repeats 
humanity’s fall from grace through the sins of hubris, self-deception, and 
toying with the secrets of creation. Teaching the primates language but 
not communication, Cohn leaves room for rebellion; in copulating with 
a chimpanzee that looks like a human being, Cohn instigates the jealousy 
and rivalry of the other animals, which bring his short-lived Eden-like 
paradise to an end, alongside his life and humanity.  

In conclusion, with the massive proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction and several other human-induced dangers and threats, the 
prophetic warning that Malamud conveyed in God’s Grace is valid to this 
day. On the other hand, as a moral tale, the novel also imparts the hope 
that the good will outweigh the evil, in order for human life to keep 
existing and progressing. 
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VIZIONI DISTOPIK NË ROMANIN MIRËSIA E ZOTIT TË BERNARD MALAMUDIT  

 
Ky artikull synon të analizojë vizionin distopik në romanin e fundit të Bernard 
Malamudit Mirësia e Zotit (1982). Një fabul kafshësh dhe fantazi në vetvete, 
libri përqendrohet në të mbijetuarin e fundit të njerëzimit, i cili ndërvepron me 
primatët, me qëllim që të krijojë sërish qytetërimin, duke u mësuar atyre gjuhë, 
etikë, fe dhe shkencë, duke vënë theksin kryesor në dualitetin e së mirës dhe 
së keqes; arsyes dhe instinktit; si dhe ndërlidhjen e tyre me vullnetin e lirë, 
zgjedhjen dhe përgjegjësinë. Studimi fillon me një hyrje të shkurtër në historinë 
e fiksionit distopik, funksioni i të cilit është të shërbejë, nga këndvështrimi i së 
ardhmes, si kritikë sociale dhe politike për aspektet e errta ekzistuese, të cilat 
mund të marrin lehtësisht kontrollin, nëse nuk mbahen nën fre. Pastaj, analiza 
heton veçoritë distopike të një klime totalitare (të maskuar dhe të hapur) që 
krijohet në komunitetin e tyre, për shkak të kontrollit të kafshëve nga elementi 
njerëzor përmes mekanizmave të gjuhës, kulturës, shkencës dhe seksualitetit. 
Shoqëria utopike e krijuar është jetëshkurtër, sepse mohimi i individualitetit 
çon në mënyrë të pashmangshme drejt rebelimit të primatëve dhe fundin e 
civilizimit njerëzor. Ndonëse është vepra letrare më pesimiste e Malamudit, 
romani përfundon me shpresë, gjë që është e zakonshme në shumë libra 
distopikë.  
 
Fjalë kyçe: Distopi, qytetërim, primatë, gjuhë, shkencë, fe, Zot, seksualitet, 
shpresë  

 


